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Abstract 

 
In recent years, the objectifying depictions of men in mass media have increased dramatically and this phenomenon 

has been a topic of examination in cultural studies. A lot of contemporary Hollywood movies are produced 

containing the issue of male-objectification where men’s bodies are being objectified on display. Therefore, this 

study intends to scrutinize the representation of men and their bodies in a Hollywood movie, Magic Mike (2012). 

The theory of female gaze  is applied to discover how men’s bodies are being represented. This study is conducted 

using ideological approach and qualitative method—a narrative and non-narrative analysis of film. This study finds 

that, in Magic Mike movie, men are represented as having such masculine body image (hard, muscular and 

mesomorphic). The masculine body image of men is treated as an erotic spectacle where men’s bodies are fully 

sexualized and eroticized on screen. The finding indicates that men’s masculine bodies are objectified and 

transformed into a desirable commodity that can satisfy spectators’ pleasures of looking. 

Keywords: male-objectification, female gaze, narrative and non-narrative analysis, erotic spectacle  

 

 

Introduction 

Our cultures and societies are surrounded by images and representations and it is the mass media (e.g. 

television, film, newspaper, radio) that creates and represents the images of the world to the audiences 

(Purvis). Many issues and phenomena emerge along the way with the growth of mass media, which are 

uncontrollable and unavoidable. One of the most common issues is female-objectification, in which 

images of women’s bodies are being sexualized and objectified in visual media as well as in film. 

According to Fredickson and Roberts, the objectification of women is omnipresent within the society; it 

is represented by sexualizing male gaze and the depiction of women in visual media where women are 

treated as sexual objects or simply as bodies or a collection of body parts that exist for others’ pleasure 

(Fredickson and Roberts in Martins, Tiggemann and Kirkbride). Over the past ten years, there have been 

plenty of articles and books that appeared discussing the images of women in mainstream media (Neale). 

Surprisingly, the mass media has also succeeded in finding new markets—targeting broader audiences 

in order to gain more profits and power. As the result, men’s bodies are now also being sexualized and 

objectified by the mainstream media. The images of eroticized male bodies are bound in all fields of 

popular cultures (commercials, advertisements, magazines, music videos, television and contemporary 

films). The issue of Male-Objectification becomes a forestanding phenomenon in this contemporary era. 

The concept of male-objectification is more likely to be similar with the concept of female-objectification, 

in which one’s body is being seen or treated merely as a thing or an object for others’ sexual desire, that 

within the notion of male-objectification is men’s bodies which are treated as the object. Indeed, the 

eroticizing and objectifying depictions of man’s body in media have risen dramatically. As justified by 

Rohlinger, in recent years, sexualized images of men have proliferated in mass media. She argues that 

those images represent a physical and sexual ideal, whereby an attractive, muscular man is placed on 

display (Rohlinger in Martins, Tiggemann and Kirkbride). 

Through all those products of media culture, particularly through contemporary films, the images of 

men are openly sexualized on screen. The male body has become a commodity which is constructed to 

attract, to seduce, to be viewed and to be consumed (Schuckmann). In recent years, the proliferation of 

sexualized images of men in advertising and film has been a fertile topic of examination (Rohlinger). 
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Moreover, current studies examine how men engage that issue and the results indicate that men are being 

influenced by such depictions displayed on mainstream media. It has negatively affected men’s body 

images and caused self-objectification; men might view and value themselves only in terms of their 

appearance and physical attributes, causing men to objectify themselves (Grieve and Helmick). 

There are some films containing the issue of male-objectification, where men’s bodies are being 

objectified and sexualized on screen. The examples are The Full Monty (1997) and Magic Mike (2012). 

These two films have similar storylines which are about male-strippers’s lives. However, the sexualized 

and objectified images of men are more clearly shown in Magic Mike film. In contrast with Magic Mike 

film, the male leading characters in The Full Monty are not depicted with hard or muscular bodies; they 

are portrayed with fat and thin bodies which are far from the idea of ideal body in western culture. Thus, 

the chosen text to be analysed in this study is Magic Mike. It is an American comedy-drama film, directed 

by Steven Soderberg, and the storyline of the movie is based on the real experience of the heartthrob cast 

of the film, Channing Tatum, when he was 18 years old and worked as a male stripper in Tampa, Florida. 

This study aims to find out how men and their bodies are represented in Magic Mike movie. Regarding 

that the object of this research is a film, this study is conducted using qualitative method. Qualitative 

method provides a deeper analysis of a text, as it serves the detailed description and analysis of the quality 

rather than quantity (Marvasti). Film is formed by two aspects, narrative and non-narrative aspects. 

Therefore, in analyzing a film, Rachma Ida suggests the narrative and non-narrative analysis (Ida). The 

theory which is used in this study is the female gaze theory, which is an alternative theoretical model 

derived from Mulvey’s theory about male gaze in Hollywood films. This theory is appropriate for 

interpreting and analysing films which contain the issue of male-objectification. 

Magic Mike movie (2012) represents the images of men with hard, muscular and mesomorphic bodies 

where men’s bodies are openly sexualized and objectified on screen, and such representations construct 

male-objectification through the female gaze in cinemas. Thus, the research question of this study will be 

how men and their bodies are represented in Magic Mike movie.  

Method of the Study 

This study is conducted using ideological approach, which is a system of ideas or beliefs that is 

explicitly but more often implicitly spelled out and one has to read the text in order to find the ideology. 

By using this approach, the hidden meanings which are burried within the text will be revealed and 

exposed. The method which is used in this study is the qualitative method. According to Marvasti, a 

qualitative research serves the detailed description and analysis of the quality, or the substance of the 

human experience. He argues that qualitative research emphasizes on the reflexive or the give and take 

relationship between social theory and methods that generate words, rather than numbers, as data for 

analysis (Marvasti). 

The data sources of this study are divided into two; the primary data source and the secondary data 

source. In this study the primary source is the text itself, the Magic Mike film. This film is directed by 

Steven Soderbergh and released globally in theatres on June 29, 2012. The secondary data source consists 

of printed and unprinted materials which are reliable or trustworthy (books, scholarly articles, web sites 

and reports). These data are the supporting data that are used to analyze and interpret the primary data 

source. 

The data collecting technique is conducted by first identifying the scenes that represent the issue of 

male-objectification, then sorting and capturing particular scenes of the film that show the male leading 

characters  and their bodies as well as their performance on stage, and the last is transcribing the dialogues 

that are related to the issue. To analyse the data collection, regarding that the object of this research is a 

film, Rachma Ida suggests the narrative and non-narrative analysis (Ida). There are two aspects of film, 

namely narrative aspects and non-narrative aspects. According to Corrigan and White, the narrative aspect 

of film is formed by the story and plot, and the non-narrative elements. In analysing the text, the narrative 

aspects and non-narrative elements are combined. However, only particular elements of the non-narrative 

are used, such as settings and sets, colors, costumes, properties, lightings, stagings and blockings, camera 

distances and camera angles. A theory of female gaze is chosen as the main theory of this study.  
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Female gaze is an alternative theoritical model of male gaze theory by Laura Mulvey. The writer finds 

a worth following the description and application of  female gaze in an article entitled A Female Gaze? 

by Eva Maria Jacobsson (1999). Therefore, this study is conducted by following Jacobsson’s article about 

the female gaze. According to Jacobsson, the female gaze is actually formed by the characteristics or 

features of male gaze, and Mulvey also has the same idea as Jacobsson that female gaze is merely a gaze 

of a woman identifying with masculinity (Mulvey in Jacobsson). 

To identify with a female gaze could be a mere cross identification with masculinity. The femininity is 

repressed and the character attracts more masculine features. Masculinity is the norm, determining the 

feminine gaze (Jacobsson). 

 It is also reinforced by Kenneth MacKinnon’s (1999) argument about the desiring female gaze on 

the male bodies, that while possessing the objectifying erotic gaze, women are simply men in reverse 

(MacKinnon in GALBUSSERA). 

Discussion 

Female Gaze and Man’s Body 

The narrative of this movie is started with the emergence of a male character with muscular body, 

wearing a cowboy costume on the stage of a male-stripper club. He is crowdedly surrounded by female 

audiences who are cheering while looking at him standing in front of the stage. He is Dallas, the owner 

of the club. He explains to the audiences about several rules that should be obeyed by the audiences while 

watching the performances of the male-strippers on the stage. He calls it “what can you touch and not 

touch” rules. He warns the audiences that they are not allowed to touch the male-stripper’s body, buttock 

and the genital area. After he told them about the rules, all the women groan. 

Dallas: But I think I see a lot of lawbreakers up in this house tonight. 

[The audiences whooping and cheering] 

Dallas: And I don’t see a cop in sight. All right? (00:01:08 ) 

The narrative above questions Mulvey’s argument about the inability of females to undergo pleasure 

in visual consumption. She contests female as having no agency in regard to the pleasure in looking 

(Mulvey in Christian). While, in this narrative, the female audiences or spectators are depicted as 

somewhat sexually active. They are clapping and screaming when the male character comes up and walks 

in front of the stage wearing a waistcoat that exposes his sturdy and muscular body. It perhaps indicates 

that they find pleasure by looking at the male character’s body and experience pleasure while gazing at 

such an appealing body. Thus, the women in this narrative seem to challenge the stereotype of female as 

passive, suggesting that women can also become the actively looking agents rather than a beautiful vision 

to be observed. The equation between masculinity and action (and therefore femininity and passivity) is 

somewhat displaced in favor of a different vision of the masculine as not only an agent but also as a 

recipient of desire and control (GALBUSSERA). However, when the female spectators gaze at the man’s 

body, they are adopting the masculine features and the masculine position as the bearer of the gaze. They 

are represented as sexually active which is typically associated with masculinity. They are also depicted 

as the bearer of the gaze and as the active spectators. As stated by Jacobsson (1999), the female gaze 

would be the gaze identified with masculinity (Jacobsson). MacKinnon also argues about the desiring 

female gaze on the male bodies, that while possessing the objectifying erotic gaze, women are simply 

men in reverse (MacKinnon in Galbussera). Thus, it implies that women are the ones who bear the gaze 

and are represented as the agents of objectifying erotic gaze. The core notion of the concept of female 

gaze still relies on the features and definition of ‘masculinity’. It shows that the gaze is still based on the 

hierarchy of power relations in which the male is always dominant. Then, the form or concept of female 

gaze is actually the same with the concept of male gaze, that to be the bearer of the gaze, one should be 

represented with masculine features to show his/her domination over another by gazing at someone’s 

body to satuate his/her own pleasure. What makes these two concepts somewhat different is just a matter 

of the agents of the gaze, that in female gaze women occupy the position of the agents or bearers of the 
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gaze. Whilst the female characters in this narrative are masculinized by their sexual desire and fetishistic 

perspective toward men’s bodies, the femininity is repressed and the female characters attract more 

masculine features. Moreover, Lucia Bozzola defines such depiction of women who are gazing or looking 

at a man’s body—“a man for women’s eyes” as a “gender category breaker” (Lucia in Bode). Diana 

Wallace argues that “[a]ny attempt to construct a man … especially by a woman, threatens the perceived 

authority of the masculine as natural, the norm, the universal subject.” (Wallace in Bode). It is very 

deceiving to analyze such representations of women without knowing the key concepts of female gaze 

because it seems to support the view gender norms when women look at and/or represent men’s bodies 

subverts, and even collapse at the sight of them. In fact, in some cases it actually reinforces normative 

power relations (Bode).  

 

Figure 1: The female audiences touch Mike’s body (00:24:43) 

Figure 1, this scene is taken from a high angle position that presents the clear situation among the 

female audiences and the stripper, the passionate tension as well as the euphoria atmosphere which seem 

to invite the spectators of this movie to join and participate within the scene. The color of this scene is 

dominated with red color. The meaning of color differs from one culture to another. However, in western 

culture, red color symbolizes desire and passion (Changing Works). The red color in this scene 

emphasizes the strong atmosphere and the great tension of desire and passion represented by the characters 

that can stimulate the spectators’ emotion to feel the tension and atmosphere of the scene. It also represents 

women’s desires in looking at a man’s body, and their passion in touching the man’s body. It can be seen 

through the female spectators’ expression that shows happiness and joy while seeing Mike’s mesomorphic 

body. In this scene, the female audinces agressively and passionately touch and grasp Mike’s muscular 

body. They are cheering and whooping when Mike lays his body down in front of them, offering his 

muscular body up to the female audiences’ sexual gaze that transforms the female audiences to be more 

agressive. They rip Mike’s clothes off, they watch, touch and rub Mike’s body intensely. Thus, the man’s 

body in this scene is being sexualized and objectified through such representation, that the man’s body in 

this figure is depicted as the object of women’s desires and pleasures of looking. It seems to betray the 

traditional representation of women and the past conceptualization of women as sexual subjects remains 

nearly invisible and the idea of women as sexual beings with sexual drives and desires are absent (Willis).  

However, women in this movie are also represented as having such ideal and feminine bodies, as in 

figure 1 above and figure 2 below, the female audiences’ bodies are depicted as thin and lean. It implies 

that both men and women in this movie are actually represented with the idea of ideal body image. It is 

clearly seen that almost all of the female characters within these two figures wear sexy and mini dresses 

that show the shape of their ideal bodies. Thus, women’s bodies in this movie are somewhat being 

objectified and subjected to the obectifying gaze of male spectators who watch this movie. In fact, both 

men and women are being objectified and sexualized in this movie. Although women’s bodies are not 

being objectified in such an explicit way as men, women are still represented as the object of the gaze of 

male spectators, of men’s desires of looking. This movie, perhaps, portrays women as the ones who 

actively gaze at men’s bodies and turns men’s bodies into the objects of their sexual pleasure. 

Nevertheless, their body images represented in this movie—which can be considered as being 
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sexualized—put the position of women back into the traditional representation of women’s bodies in 

movies where women are usually presented and displayed as the sexual objects for the male desires. 

According to Jacobsson, “the traditionally display of the woman has functioned on two levels: she has 

been the erotic object of desire for the male characters within the movie and an object for the audience, 

the spectator” (Jacobsson). In this case, the female characters are actually not represented as the erotic 

objects of desire for the male characters of the movie, but rather the objects for the audiences. As 

suggested by Mulvey in her concept of male gaze, women can be a connotation of “to-be-looked-at-ness”.  

 

Figure 2: Dallas performs on the stage, splits his legs in front of the audiences (01:40:04) 

Figure 2 is a scene taken from a long shot. This shot emphasizes the distance between camera and 

characters showing a clear vision of the situation within the set of the scene which is in a club. The 

characters’ blocking in this scene is called social blocking. It shows the arrangement and movement of 

the characters that accentuate the relations between them (Corrigan and White). The male character is 

surrounded by a lot of female audiences. He spreads and splits his legs in front of the stage and the 

audiences come over to see his body closer. According to Hatton and Trautner, for women this kind of 

pose—spreads or splits the legs open is related to sexualization that suggests or invites for a sexual activity 

(Hatton dan Trautner). Therefore, the man in this figure is being represented in a pose which is 

stereotypically associated with women that his body is depicted in such a feminine pose. His body is 

feminized by his depiction as an eroticized, sexualized and visually available object for the female gaze. 

Moreover, in this scene the man’s body is represented as less active, as Dallas offers his body up to be 

touched and gazed by the female audiences. It seems to annihilate the stereotype of men’s bodies which 

often represented as active and dominant. The sexualization and objectification of men’s bodies are 

motivated by the feminized elements of the man’s body in which his body suggests passivity and 

vulnerability of femininity. However, eventhough the man in this figure is subjecting his body to the gaze 

of the female spectators, he is able to use that to form power in itself. Goddard claims that “There is a 

sense of pride in the body being displayed. The vulnerability of nakedness is offset by the power of the 

body’s beauty.” (GODDARD). In other words, when a man is subjecting his body to the gaze of the 

spectators, he regains power, a pleasure in being looked at, in such submission by creating a sense of pride 

while showing his hard and muscular body to the audiences. This sense of pride is gained through the 

admiration of the female spectators of his masculine body, which is shown when the female spectators 

are enthusiastically touching and gazing at his body. Then, they are screaming and whooping  when  the 

male character rips his pants off on the stage, so they can watch his almost naked body. Nevertheless, 

such sexualization and objectification of a man’s body seem to imply feminization of his depiction, so 

that rather than challenging the ideology of traditional gender roles, his position as the object of the gaze 

actually reinforces that it is feminine to be the one to be looked at (GALBUSSERA). Bode argues that 

“whether it is a man or a woman who is feminized (or masculinized), masculinity remains the site of 

activity, desire, and the gaze, and femininity the realm of passivity, desirability, and visibility.” (Bode). 

In other words, it is always masculinity which occupies the dominant position and femininity which bears 

the submissive one in this gender power relations.   
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The Sexualized Image of A Man’s Body 

A study of the representation of sexualized image of men and women in mainstream media has 

developed at least nine variables that signify that an image is being sexualized (Hatton and Trautner). 

However, only four out of nine variables are used to identify the sexualized images of man’s body, those 

variables are referred to the representation of sexualized body images. The variables are Clothing/Nudity, 

Touch, Pose, and Breasts/Chest; Genitals; Buttocks. The figures below are several scenes in this movie 

that represent all of the four variables that indicate the sexualized image of men’s bodies.  

 

 

Figure 3: The male-strippers wear thong while 

performing striptease dance on the stage (00:58:16) 

 

Figure 4: The male-stripper lays his body down on the 

stage, his body is touched by the female audiences 

(01:39:06) 

 

Figure 5: The male stripper pulls his pants down, showing his buttocks to the female audiences (00:27:25) 

Clothing/Nudity 

Hatton and Trautner argue that sexualization is designated with the style of clothing and extent of 

nudity. The style of clothing that represents the sexualized image of a man’s body includes highly 

revealing or skin-tight clothing, apparel that is not commonly considered as “clothing” such as swimsuits 

and lingerie, and minimal clothing or no clothing at all (Hatton and Trautner). Figure 1 represents the 

clothing/nudity variable of sexualization. The male actors in figure 1 are presented wearing underwears 

but not the usual ones. They are thongs or that so-called G-strings for men, which only cover the genital 

parts of a man’s body while the buttocks parts are uncovered or exposed. It is included in very minimal 

clothing that leaves almost all of the parts of the body uncovered and it represents the man’s body as 

nearly naked. As stated before, this style of clothing marks the sexualized image of a man’s body. 

Moreover, this kind of clothing is also typically associated with femininity, considering that this clothing 

is actually designed for women and included as the part of the lingerie and swimsuit clothing for women. 

Once again, the male characters are displayed wearing the feminine costumes that suggest feminization 

of men’s bodies. Galbussera argues that there is an implicit feminization in any possible sexualization and 

eroticization of the male bodies, including the objectification of male bodies (GALBUSSERA).  
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Touch 

According to Hatton and Trautner, a number of researchers have scrutinized the use of ‘‘touch’’ to 

indicate sexualization in media images and the forms of touch including self-touch, touching others and 

being touched (Hatton and Trautner). In figure 2, the image displays such a provocative touching. The 

female actors’ hands are tracing the male actor’s shirtless and well-shaped body; the male actor’s muscular 

body is being touched gently and intensely. This light touching is also categorized as feminine touch that 

according to Goffman, women, rather than men, are pictured using their fingers and hands to trace the 

outlines of the object or to cradle it (Goffman). Hatton and Trautner argue that this kind of touching is 

considered as implicitly sexual touching, that one’s body is being touched by oneself or someone else 

particularly in some parts of the body that stimulate sexuality.  

Pose 

Based on Hatton and Trautner’s argument, researchers have extended Goffman’s analysis of body 

posture to studies of sexualization. A number of studies find that bodies’ pose or images’ poses are 

regarded as the key element of the sexualization. The kinds of poses included in sexualized body postures 

are any pose that are related to sexual activity (Hatton and Trautner). The image in figure 2 exhibits a man 

who is lying down on the stage and being crowdedly surrounded by many women. Acccording to Hatton 

and Trautner, this kind of pose is a suggestive or inviting sexual activity. They stated in their article that 

the poses such as leaning, canting and lying down the body are the overt poses for sexual activity. 

Breasts/Chest; Genitals; Buttocks 

Some researchers have examined the focal point of the image is a particular part of the body; it is 

either the actor’s breasts/chest, genitals, and/or buttocks (Hatton and Trautner). It can be inferred that 

images which emphasize some parts of a man’s body, particularly those parts which are already mentioned 

before are taken into account as sexualized images. In figure 3, the image displays a man who wears 

nothing but pants, or partially clothed. He pulls down his pants in order to show his buttocks to the female 

audiences. His body is being shown mostly unconcealed by clothing. However, in this figure the man’s 

buttocks are the body parts that are being emphasized and being the focal point of the image. As stated 

by Hatton and Trautner, if one or more of those body parts were the main focus of the image, for instance 

if a model’s or actor’s pants are unbuttoned or pulled down, and his/her genitals or buttocks are exposed, 

then it can be categorized as sexualization. 

Masculine Body Image  

In figure 2, the scene is taken from a low angle shot that views the subject lower than it is (Corrigan 

and White). Through this angle, man’s body is viewed as tall and tough. It emphasizes the strong and 

powerful images of the male character which also indicates the dominant position of men over women. 

The camera is represented as the female audiences’ look; it is called as point-of-view (POV) shot which 

is interpreted as a shot that re-creates the perspective of a character. This shot implies that the position of 

the women is lower than the men; it bolsters  the status quo in which men are the ones who have more 

power than women. They occupy the dominant position while women are placed in the subordinate 

position. 

 

Figure 6: Mike and the other male-strippers perform on the stage (00:23:20) 
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The lighting used in this scene is directional lighting. Mike’s muscular body, as he is standing in front 

of the audiences, is being highlighted and illuminated. The light is directed to the male leading character’s 

body and highlights the upper body parts of the man. Thus, the male character’s physical appearences 

fulfill the stereotype of masculine body image that is identified as tall, strong, sturdy, muscular and broad-

shouldered (Lips). However, in this movie, the masculine body image is treated as an erotic spectacle 

where a man’s body is openly sexualized and eroticized on display by showing the man’s body both 

partially clothed and naked. Moreover, men’s masculine bodies are objectified and transformed into a 

desirable commodity that can satisfy women’s pleasures of looking. 

Interpretation of Finding 

This study finds out that the men in Magic Mike movie are represented with hard and muscular bodies 

that are stereotypically associated with masculinity. Within the U.S. context, the muscular body 

constitutes a cultural ideal that symbolizes stereotypical notions of masculinity (Wienke in Lips). 

Muscularity and body size have been used to be the icon of hegemonic masculinity throughout Western 

history (Dworkin and Wachs in Lips). Hegemonic masculinity is perceived as the pattern of practice that 

allows men and legitimates the subordination of women  to men (Connell and Messerschmidt). Connell 

has argued that the fundamental element of hegemonic masculinity is that women exist as potential sexual 

objects, while men are negated as sexual objects (DEMETRIOU). However, in Magic Mike movie men 

are depicted as sexual objects of the female gaze that can satisfy women’s desires of looking. The image 

of a masculine body in this movie is also being sexualized. 

A study based on ethnographic research in United States found that there have been recent shifts in 

the social and cultural landscapes that have brought about the development of more ‘‘inclusive’’ or non-

homophobic forms of masculinity which enable men to develop softer, more expressive, and tactile forms 

of masculinity. It is argued that the great shifts in the social landscape have led to the development of 

more inclusive forms of masculinity among young men in the Anglo-American context (O’Neill). The 

shifts in the social and cultural landscapes change the way men are represented in mass media, as well as 

in movies. The images of men in movies have changed since 1920 until 2000s, but not in the same 

significant way as the images of women have changed (Stewart and Kowaltzke). This change was 

happening because of some historical issues that affected how the images of men are represented in 

movies, particularly because of some movements that appeared in the history. The big changes of the 

images of men as well as women in mass media were started during the emergence of the feminist 

movement and the gay liberation movement in the 1960s. A study by Deana Rohlinger of Department of 

Sociology, University of California—Irvine has found that the presence of the erotic and sexualized 

images of men is, in part, a response to cultural factors such as the gay liberation movement. Rohlinger 

has argued that: 

The gay liberation movement seems to be heading down the same road as feminism: commodification. 

Moreover, the mainstream media’s translation of sexual liberation masks the social and psychological 

implications of objectifying men because they also tell sexually liberated women that it is “ok” to objectify 

the male body—just as men objectify female bodies. (Rohlinger) 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, based on the explanation and the interpretation above, the image of men’s bodies in this 

movie are represented as having such masculine body images (hard, muscular and mesomorphic). Men’s 

bodies in this movie are also being objectified, eroticized and sexualized in an open and full display—

either partially clothed or nearly naked—in this movie. The men’s bodies are somewhat treated as the 

object of female gaze, as a thing to satisfy women’s pleasures and desires of looking. However, while 

possessing the objectifying gaze, women are adopting the masculine features as the bearers of the gaze 

and while occupying the position as the object of the gaze, men’s bodies are feminized. Whether it is a 

man or a woman who is feminized (or masculinized), masculinity remains on the site of activity, desire, 

and the gaze while femininity on the realm of passivity, desirability, and visibility. In other words, it is 

always masculinity which occupies the dominant position and femininity which bears the submissive one 

in this gender power relations. Nevertheless, women’s bodies in this movie are also somewhat being 
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sexualized and objectified; their bodies are represented with such ideal and feminine body images (thin 

and lean). Most of them are also diplayed wearing sexy dresses that show the shape of their ideal bodies. 

Moreover, in this movie, the masculine body images of men are treated as an erotic spectacle where men’s 

bodies are fully sexualized and eroticized on screen. Therefore, men’s masculine bodies are objectified 

and transformed into a desirable commodity that can satisfy women’s pleasures of looking. 
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